
 



 



June 14
Bach - Suite V C minor

_ C^g^g
Schubert - Sonata A major _ cierííin
Brahma - B flat Sextet - Goldberg and Go*

June 16
Bach - Solo Suite - Gold*
Beethoven - A major Sonata - Casals Serkin
Beethoven - Archduke Trio - Casals Serkin Goldberg

June 18
Bach - Cantata for Tenor, Violin, Continuo
Mendelssohn - i) major Sonata - Casals Istomin
Brahms - C major Trio - Casals Gola. Istomin

June 21
Bach - Suite G major - Casals
Schubert - A major duo Goldberg Horszowski
Brhhms - Lieder Horsz lioyd
Mendelssohn - C minor Trio Casals, Gold. horsz.

June 23
Bach - Solo Suite - Goldberg
Beethoven - Piano Sonata Opus 111 norsz.
Schubert - Trio E flat Casals Morsa. Gold.

June 25
Brahms - G major Quintet - Fuchs and Co.
Beethoven - ù major Sonata Casals Horsz.
Schubert - Lieder Horsz.. nloyu
Brahms - A major Piano Quartet Fuchs, Lincer. Tortelier

June 28
Beethoven - Strin^ Trio Fuchs Mincer Tortelier
Mendelssohn - B flat Sonata Casals Horsz.
Brahms - Sextet G major Fuchs and Co.

June 30
Brahms - F major Quintet Fuchs and Co.
Mendelssohn - i) minor Trio Fuchs Casals Istomin
Beethoven » An Die Feme Geliebte Lloyd Istomin
Brahms - F major Sonata Casals Istomin

July 2
Bach - Solo Suite (e major partita) Fuchs
Brahms - e minor Sonata Casals Istomin
Brahms - B major Trio Fuchs Casals Istomin

July 4
Bach - C major Suite Casals
Brahms - Handel Variations Istomin
Schubert - G major Quintet

Piano

Eugene Istomin
Rudolf Serkin

Mecsyslaw Horszowski

Violin 2nd

Szymon Goldberg Isidore
Joseph Fuchs

Viola
William Lincer
Karen Tuttle

Cello :

Paul Tortelier
Madeline Foley

Voice

javid Lloyd

Schubert - String Trio
Cohen - Tuttle - Foley

Horsz.
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William H. Scheide

133 Library Place

Princeton, New Jersqy

Sept. 16, I954.

Mr. Russell B. Kingman
64.7 East First Ave.
Roselle, N. J.

Dear Mr. Kingman:

I have your letter of the 7th which was forwarded
after my return here from my summer residence.

Frankly I am somewhat at a loss to know how to
answer your questions as to my "plans". Since the center
of all planning, as I understand it, is the 1955 Prades
Festival, I have been most interested to discover what plans
Mr. Casals has in mind for it. If there is some way in
which the Bach Aria Group could fit into them in a proper manner
I should be very happy.

If, as possibly may be the case, what you mean
is "business plans" I had, to tell the truth, never given it
much thought. I had assumed - and I hope this is not unrea¬
sonable - that if the Bach Aria Group performed at a Prades
Festival it would be treated in a business way the same as
any other artist or musical group which has appeared there
in the past. My impression has been that these arrangements
have never involved too great complexities.

I appreciate your offer to help and would be even
more indebted to you if you would persuade Mr. Casals to
write me his reaction to ny last letter. For anything you
may be able to do along that line I thank you most sincerely.

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) William H. Scheide



PRADES MUSICAL SOCIETY, INC.

Russell B. Kingman, President
647 East First Ave., Roselle, N. J.
Rembert Wurlitzer, Treasurer
120 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

Music:

Eugene Istomin, Chairman
Madeline Foley
Mieczyslaw Horszowski
Leopold Mannes

COMMITTEES

Founders:
"Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge
Cameron Baird

Mieczyslaw Horszowski
Russell B. Kingman
Rosalie J. Leventritt
Leopold Mannes

Alexander Schneider
Carleton Sprague Smith

°Deceased
Orchestra:

Rosalie Leventritt, Chairman
William Lincer
Bernard Goldberg

John M. Barnes
Executive Secretary:

Prades (P/O) France

February 17, 1954

For the past four years there have been Festivals of Music under the direction
of Pablo Casals at the place of his self-exile, the village of Prades (P.O.), France.
There, the great among world-renowned musicians have assembled each summer for the
privilege of making music with the Maestro. The Prades Festivals have become perhaps
the most outstanding of their kind in the entire world.

People of limited means coming from afar, serious music lovers and students,
suggest ticket prices which fail to cover Festival expenses. From year to year the
Festival has been financially possible through its now world-famous recordings.
These have involved a generous subsidy from the recording company. However, the
time required for rehearsing and frequent concerts make the strain of recording im¬
practical during the Festival.

We should like to see the Festival of 1954 begin a new plan, as always before
upon a non-profit basis. We bespeak your interest. It is through this means alone that
the 1954 Festival can maintain its unique beauty, and its great influence throughout
the world of music. A Festival of Chamber Music is now being planned for this summer.

Those making gifts of |250 or more will be listed as Patrons, and givers of less
than that amount will be shown as Sustaining Members. Contributions, whatever the
amount, will be equally welcome. Checks should be drawn to the order of The Prades
Musical Society, Inc., and mailed to the Treasurer, Mr. Rembert Wurlitzer, 120 West
42nd Street, New York 36, N. Y. Contributions are deductible for tax purposes.

Please know that your interest will be deeply appreciated by each and all con¬
cerned, both here and abroad.

Russell B. Kingman
President



1,4.7 West 79 Street
New York City 24-, N. Y.
February 24, 1954

Dear Russell:

When I last saw Eugene, about 2 weeks ago, he told me that the schedule for the festival
was going to be quite full, and that he hoped I wouldn't mind the hard work. I suggested
that we get together for lunch to discuss the program, and he agreed. I have telephoned
him several times, left my name and a message' for him to call me. I have not heard from
him at all.

Last evening' Joseph Fuchs called and told me that Eugene had just seen him and told him
that the plans for the festival had been changed - that neither he (Joe) nor I, nor
Madeline Foley, Torteiller, or Karen Tuttle would attend the festival. I tried/to call
Eugene, with no success.

Finally, I got Madeline on the phone. She told me that the program committee - Madeline,
Eugene, and Leopold Mannes, - had come to that decision, and had cabled this to Mr. Casals.
I was astonished and shocked by this sudden and drastic reversal of plans - a most serious
decision without discussing it with the executive committee/ I asked her the reason for the
change in the festival plans -plans which for the entire winter had been so glowing. She •
said it was because there wasn't enough money.

At the last executive meeting, I wonder if you remember Eugene's opening remarks. He said
money was no problem, that' they had all the money they needed. That in going over the
figures of previous festivals, he found that the admissions, Radio Diffusion, etc., would
take care of expenses. And that was said before the letters asking for contributions were
sent out.

The day before the distressing news of the change came to me, I sent our 60 personal letters-
in long hand - to friends and acquaintances asking for their support. I would like at this
point to discuss ray position in relation to the festival.

In the first place, as a member of the committee, and from an ethical standpoint, it is my
humble opinion that our committee be prepared to honor all verbal agreements:- that there
is a basic ethic that we cannot violate.

Second, I think that the program committee was ill-advised in coming to their decision,
because they did not realize the consequences and damage done to the reputations to those
who have been invited. To cite my own case: I was asked by the management to do some play¬
ing this summer. I told them I was invited to play at the Prades festival with Casals.
When I asked Mitropoulos to contribute money towards the festival, he asked whether I was
going to participate. When I said I was, he said he preferred to give me his contribution
for ray personal use. This, of course, I did not accept, and asked him to make his contri¬
bution to the festival, which he did. This same situation holds in all the appeals I've
made, - written and verbal. There are several friends, important people, whom I have per¬
suaded to attend the festival. They have arranged their European trip to include a stay
in Prades. It would be very embarrassing and damaging to me to have to offer an explanation
to all these people why I am not at the festival.

It takes a lifetime to build a reputation, and I am not disposed to injure it because a part
of the committee has not taken into consideration the serious consequences of their action.
This also holds true for Joseph Fuchs and the others. Joe, in making his plans for the
summer, has naturally informed his manager, his colleagues and his friends of his partici¬
pation in the festival. It could be irreparably damaging to his career that of the two
violinists who had been angaged, Goldberg is the one chosen.

(over)



(copy continued) ~

To show that there was no misunderstanding on the part of Joe or myself about our having
been invited to participate in the festival, Eugene spoke to me about the heavy programs,and
his hope that I wouldn't complain about the, hard work, - and he discussed the programs with
Joe. -Weeks ago, before Barnes left for Europe, he asked me if I woxxld agree to accept sy
passage in American-.dollars here, and the remainder in Freneh francs in prades. Eugene told

■e to be in Prades ;by .June 1 for rehearsals, and I accordingly made the necessary arrangements.

In view of the above facts, and also because I think that emough funds should and can be
raised, thus doing away with the neeb jsi for changing the plans1 of the festival, I would like
a meeting of the executive committee to be held as soon as possible.

With my best wishes,

Cordially,

(signed) W m« L i n c e r



Mr. John Barnes
Prsdes (P.O.), France

March 4» 1954

My dear John?

I have your letter of February 2Sth. Ix you will refer to tsy letter to Mr. Casals, it will
save me writing two letters. I sometimes chafe under the inactivities in ¡Jew Fork, co mpared
to other Festivals in previous years.

As you will recall, the entire policy as originally founded on all activities originating
from France this Summer - follow-ups for contributions and everything else - American news¬
paper publicity and considerable of the fund raising.

Have yeu heard anything from th® various directions, indicating that income might be possible
in France from the radio, end the BBC, the French government, Switzerland, and the several
other directions originally discussed in iiev? fork? The miles of open sea are many and, please,
insofar as you can, keep me informed in a coordiní;ted way ae to how these and other matters
are progressing. By this, don't gather any idea that any of us are wither unwilling or un¬
able to be of considerable active help. There is certain worïc to be done, and very quickly, and
I sometí es wonder as to how much and where things are oeing accomplished, because relatively
few are the weeks remaining, and young musicians must put their music before "business".

For your information, $150.00 has been set up in reserve for Miss Stanfield by Mr. Vurlitzer
for her expenses in England. She apparently wishes to spend the equivalent of that amount i
Prades fro her own pockèt, using the reserve dollars when she arrives here next Summer, or
else giving the dollars to the Fisenbergs. I suggest that you constantly press Miss Stanfield
because Hr. Eisehberg is now in tondon and will be there for some weeks, and if she is not
urged constantly to work she is likely to turn her attention to other things than raising
funds in England. I thin;- she likes musical activities better than fund raising, so constant
pressure should be exerted, and your expectancies should be made known to her. I sometimes
think it is mighty hard to obtain real accomplishment from young folks who, necessarily, are
so often absent, in all directions, so that ordinary continuity of effort seems hard to obtain,
however willing they may be.

Please assure Mr. Casals that when I write him a letter containing problems they should go in
one of his ears ana out of the other - they are not for him to worry about, but I always
imagine he likes to be current on the overtones in the background. He has problems of his own
and plenty to occupy him, and if you will tip e off *e to the effect that our problems really
bother him, I shall gladly cease and desist. On the other hand, I would not want him to feel
that T failed to reoort anything.
With best regards and all good wishes,

Sincerely,

V c.c, P.C. Russell B. Kingman



Miss Madeline Foley
Mr. Pablo Casals

>k

647 Fast First Avenue,Roselle,N.J.
'•larch 22, 1954.

Pear Mr Bubenstein:

Referring to our conversation at Newark a week ago, I have informed Mr.
Casals of your tentative hope of perhaps appearing at one or two of the
Festival concerts at Prades next Summer. I know that he will be delighted.

the programs ere snore or less definitely arranged, as t be the case,veil ahead oi tliae ana, snaulf you be able to eome, we would want to know
Ju-t as soon as possible# You said that you would first have to take
up the question of tinta with your Paris representative, and that you would
write hiss to ascertain aattors more definitely.

I failed to leave my address with you:

My hose is at 382 Oakwcod Avenue, Orange, Sew Jersey
Telephone: Orange 4-0Ó37

;y office is at 6^7 Fast First ..venue, Rosella, Sew Jersey
Telephone: Chejtnut 5-3000 - Extension 1

Î understand that you plan to leave Pew Fork Wednesday, and it occurs to
e that Mr. Cassia will be looking forward to more information from ae

jut as soon as possible. 1 did not vant to bother you today because of
your appearance tonight, and I hope that you will have some further advice
on the matter at your earliest convenience.

. '•

Sincerely yours,

Russell B. Kiag&aii

Mr. Artur Rufoensteln
Elysee Hotel
60 East 54th Street
New York, 71. Y.



c.c. Mr. Pablo Casals.
Mr. P.ebbert Furlitz

April 9, 1954-

Hr. Eugene Istornin
225 West 71st Street
lew York, flew York

My dear Eugene:

A letter from Mr. Casals telle me that he has asked you to bring the records
to Prades for his doctor, and he requests me to pay Columbia. Opon obtaining
the records,you -«ill therefore tell the™, to bill me accordingly.

Mr. Casals tells me that he hag just contributed his '§250.00, as arranged
with you, upon which you said your contribution of a similar amount here, before
your departure, was virtually contingent. He has contributed this in the form
of 87,500 francs to the ban aecount in Prades, which is nearly exhausted, after
the 100,000 francs there deposited by the German gentleman. This saves us the
cost of turning dollars inte francs, and as 7<re 'would doubtless be remitting
this sum or aore to the French aecount, it is the equivalent to his contributing
the dollars here.

Please be sure to get in touch with me before you depart.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Russell B. Kingman
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6.47 East Firat Ave. November 25, 1953

Mr. Eugene Istomin
225 Vest 71 Street
New York, New York

Dear Gene*

, I shall look forward to hearing from Mr. James Barnes, whom you suggest as a
Manager of the Festival, to be in Prades from January next to after the
Festival. I understand he would need return (tourist passage home) and
#100.00 per month for his subsistance and lodgings in Prades. The question
of a full time stenographer for him and office at Prades remains.

The only way in which we can operate is to have a genuine budget, which now
should allow for contingencies, and then adhere to it. Otherwise, the un¬
expected in expenses can knock everything outl

Miss Dispeker has our previous budgets, from which you can obtain various
items to consider, and in the light of those smaller expenses & smallnr
chamber music would entail, w® mu ;t estimate the income from every direction
conservatively, in contributions from Switzerland, U. S. A., France (govern¬
ment?), ticket sales in ""ranee and ïï. S. A., French broadcasting, B.B.C,,
etc.,etc.

The matter of expenses should be planned in such wi.se as to favor any persons
or groups equally, with full understanding with all parties concerned so as to
preclude either unfairness to any, or requests for equality later that can up¬set budgets.

Thirty-five letters from possible visitora from U.S.A. are unanswered at Miss
Dispeker1s office. I will personally take care of these. Tnis -ork was done
by Miss Nagel. However willing I am, I cannot handle such promptly, and, oon
daily telephone inquiries v"ll be many. Possibly Madeline can* take this sort
of thing over when she arrives. For the next Festival, we can count very
little on Leopold, as you know.

I don't think that any, excepting the New York Committee, ever knew of the
constant work previously done, in al sorts of directions, by Miss Dispeker's
office. Something must be planned for handling ticket inquiries in New York,
and many other inquiries in Few York, any advertising, newspaper publicity,etc.
Was it your idea that Mr. Barnes oould do this gratis until he would depart
for Prades? You ;?aid that he travels on the road for Civic Concerts of N.C.Â.C.
and if so, how could he handle much at Rev York.
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Mr. Fugene Iatoain
225 Vest 71 Street
New York, New Tork

¿®N

November 25, 1953

This touches very generally on approaching work to be done. If you leave
December 20, and have no tin© aeantisse, how can preparation? be made for even
a January first launcliig?

First and last, you should not allow anything to Interfere with preparation
for your cos&r;; concerts.

¥he is -going to coordinat© and obtain the operating cash so soon required?
At this distance, way out in Jersey, it is impractical for me to try to handle
details logic d only for New York*

These are Ju«t a few of the thine© that come to mind at this tiae. Vé have
given too many successful Festivals to now take any chances from the "business"
standpoint.

With beat regarda, and hoping to aee you soon,

:-a

IP -_C ' *}.



December 8, 1953

Mr. John M. Bernes
44.0 D 5.verside Drive, Apt. 112
lew îork, 5ew Xork

Dear Mr. Berness

I m in receipt of a letter fro® Mr, Casals in which he very definitely outlines the neces¬
sity for extreme care on matters financial. Under his warnings, it is evident that we are
going to have to use every prudence and care in the matter of expense this year, together
with wide activity in trying to raise funds, and, in obtaining free news items in the news¬
papers, as differentiated from paid advertising therein. Do you intend to cover this here,
and frena Prades, supplying fresh news items to the American and European press?

Mr. Casals will ask only reimbursement for his expenses in connection with the Festival, but
I am sure all feel that should we be, by any chance, so fortunate as to have any financial
residue, he should be persuaded to partake thereof, in consideration of the value of all the
time he voluntarily contributes throughout the whole venture.

Mr. Casals advises me that absolute control, in the matter of income and expense, necessi¬
tates one focal point at which these various things shall always meet. It means that any ex¬
penses outside of the budget which you are now preparing, on which budget we must first pass
officially in advance, shall be unanthorized. excepting requisitions be initialed by tie, or
somebody else designated, before any budget or other expenses whatsoever are authorized, or
paid, either here or at Prades. This has always been done heretofore.

As you know, I have many and varied business responsibilities and other activities, so I shell
assume that you will always keep the Treasurer fully informed of financial details, whether
pertaining to American matters or activities in Prades, otherwise, "one hand will not know
what the other doeth"! Either American or French activities could otherwise throw everything
completely and dangerously out of balance. So, it will be assumed that no expenses will occur
that will not have proper and previous formal authorization.

Mr. Casals tells me that he is against any policy of borrowing, and rightly so, because what¬
ever may be our policies as they develop in connection with next year' s Festival, we cannot
afford to have any problems, financial or otherwise, arise during or after the event which
could create permanent debt. Debts, as such, could result in unfavorable reaction and damage
to the "attraction power" of each and everyone of the participating artists, and you know how
the newspapers, throughout the world, could and would probably exaggerate. The Festivals
have been too successful to now risk any failures.

I mention these matters as indicative of the extreme care required in which eveh earnest and
honest suggestions by artists, or others of immature business experience, cannot this year
be allowed to influence or unbalance those policies which are established as new circus tances
dictate. leeess&ry economies and policies may be distasteful to soase, but must be formally
handled in the financial limit.'-.tions now imposed. Furthermore, we must be very careful that
any "special* arrangements with anybody be avoided, lest artists ©r others later feel that
someone is being unduly favored.



At. John M, Barnes

440 Riverside Drive, Apt. 112
New York, New York

- 2 - December 8, 1953

The possibilities of support in different countries will have to be explored, I understand,
with you supplying coordination and dynamics.

Mr. Casals suggests financial support in France from the French government} the Mayor of
Prades; the Mayor of Perpignan; Radio Française - to which I slight add the B.B.C for possible
broadcasting privileges. I understand that Mr. Seller or his son can possibly obtain donations
from ""witzerland. Eugene feels that he can obtain plenteous donations here, and, during his
concert tours (which should be taken up with him by you before he concertizes here prior to
his leaving for Prades December 20). Eugene has already a list of people who have promised
various amounts which you should obtain fron him prior to his leaving New York. Immediately,
therefore, I think that you should canvass all ways and means of obtaining donations from the
United States - little enough time remains for that before you leave. Incidentally, I saw Mr.
Lincer Saturday, who said that the *250 promised the Festival by Mitropoulos now would be only
125, because Mr. Casals wrote him for a contribution to his Spanish Refugee fund to which he

will devote half of the amount we obtained from him for the Festival, as he could give no more
than a total of |250.

Mr. Casals tells me that Madeleine has formulated a letter for different European countries
in connection with contributions, and other contributory sources. Mr. Casals feels that Mr.
Arthur Conte, Deputy of the Department in ""ranee in which Fredes Is situated, may be of help
in obtaining French government financial support.

Mr. Casals has written to Carlton Smith to whoa he gave my name, but I suggest that you, being
in New York, contact him and let a® know of what Mr. Casals discussed with him by mail, and,
whether there is anything I can do to help you in this.

Mr. Casals mentioned a Mr. Hunekuhl having offered him a million francs, in the possibility
of an appearance at theFestiv&l of Metier Kr&us, a well known pianist in Europe.

Mr. Casals favors continuance of his friends of the previous Committee, so far as practical,
on the new Committee, adding Eugene and Madeleine. I have already discussed this with Eugene.
Mrs. Leventritt has just told me that she would join our Committee, although there will be no
assembling of an orchestra this year, which was her previous responsibility. I asked her
whether she might possibly come over to the Festival and she did not know definitely at this
time. Most other members of theprevious Committee did little or no work, and infrequently
attended meetings, excepting Mr. Horssowski, who could come relatively infrequently on account
of his tours and teaching, Leopold has made it plain that he can't again do much Committee
or other work, due to tours and other demands on his time. Mr. Casals writes that he vrants me
to direct and control the Oorsmittse. Bembert urlitser is & good business man and a very old
and loyal friend of Mr. Casals. I discussed matters with his and he accepted the treasureship
this morning. Eugene asked whether I thought Lincer (and so did Mrs. Levintritt) should be
added to the Committee. He is enthusiastic, and can help in soliciting financial support.

So I tentatively suggest the following corporate set-up:
COMMITTEES

Budget; Rembert urlitser, Chairman
Leopold Mannes

Music; Eugene Istomin, Chairman
Madeleine Foley
Mieczyslaw Horseowski
Leopold Mannes

Orchestra; Rosalie Leventritt, Chairman
Eilliam Lincer

Dr. Russell B, i'ingman, President .

6¿7 EastFirst Ave.,Poselle,Y.J. PhonetCH 5-3000
Rembert urlitzer, Treasurer
120 ¥. ¿2 St., New York 18,N.Y. ?hone:¥I 7-BHO
John M. Barnes, Executive Secretary
44-0 "iverside Drive,New York 27,N.I.Phone:,'0 2-3554,'

(until Jan.1954)
1 Route du Canigou,Prades (p/B), France _ .

(after Jan.1954-)



Mr, John M, Barnes
,440 Riverside Drive, Apt. 11?
Rev York, Hew York

December §, 1953

Madeleine will be bask, and Eugene hrs only this single day to help us. Leopold will beback for Christmas, and Mr, uriitsar has rose ved this time, I hope alS/cofiemed can aeetat Eugene'3 house at 3«3Q P.m., Sunday, December 20, just before he departs for Pr-dea.
The arrangement with you, you and I discussed it, is that you will serve, free of charge,in £ev York, up to the end of January, when you will depart .for Prades, there replacing Mr.¿ras# Before you leave, end &nc at Praoes^ i ¿sáiisae you would be coord'notingcontributions from various directions, including this side. I understand that you would dothis work, in consideration of $100.00 per month while at Prades, fros which you will supportyourself at Prades, provided you are supplied with return tourist Ocean passage, you, personal--71 paying your way ovsr to Prades. I understand that you would not need the assistance ofa 3teno-Geor»tijry until about a month before the time of the Festival, as you said that youthought you, meantime, would be able to type necessary correspondence there yourself,
I understood from you that it would not be neceescry to rent office space at Prades untilju't before^the festival -s you believe you could conduct matters from your residence inrades unti. tort time» 1. un-'-err.tend that in your do in this work under such terras, you feelthat you çr<~ F sparing yourself, by way of experience, for later activities in the managerialtield, and that you would be cn leave from your present connection with H.C.A.C.

Please be sure to be in toueh with me on any matters in which you think that I can adviseor be 01 help. Vfhut about funda by which. to handle small matters arisia " soon in Hew York?
a must dispose of the question uf vro will do the correspondence, answering c-uestions con¬cerning tickets, etc. when you are in Prades, which may arrive at Hew York from the Americanpublic. I think that Madeleine intends t bo of help in tiris, but of course 1 hnve sot seenher since last Summer.

Gixts to the Prades ; uaie&l Society, Inc. (the certiorate nfeae of our activities heretofore)were adjudged tax-free by the- Coiaaisaioner of United States Internal Revenue at Hew York,
i told you fet lunch o: the necessity for having the books, records, minutes, and other de¬tails of said corporation up to date before you leave, lest Income Tax inspectors call un¬expectedly^ if we are to sustain our tax-free standing. You said thr.t you" would go over alloí this with Miss Dispeaker and Miss Hagel, sad I shall assume you are doing so with satis¬factory result, mû-ess etherise advised. Mr. Burt's office did the audi tiny fro® of charge,and I am sure he will be glad to do so optin at nay time you might want his help.
If any sf my understandings are wrong, pisase drop me ® line.

Ms yet, there is no money in the treasury! Anything that Could savor of ooesnittraente, in anyform whets ever, should not be assumed by you to be final or authoritative at this time, be¬cause in a corporation such es ours, I nor anybody else have the right to cosadt the corpo¬
ration, Mr. Casals or the coming Festival to contracta or any liabilities of any nature,until the same shall be formally analysed and acted upon, and offered officially in the min¬utes of the corporation at s meeting duly held for organisation and financial set-up for thecoming Festival. This sounds formal, but & tax-free corporation has to bo osrsfully handled.I believe that things c&n and will wort: out along the lines we have discussed. e have
always acted as & corporation, in which those who nerve gratis assume no personal liabilities,which shall continue throughout the set-up for the next Festival*

I wast d to give you the information in Mr. Casai's letter ju-t received and to confirm our
various tentative discussions. But please don't gather any idea that such a volume of
problems will be forthcoming constantly from me because the work, in the long run, is more
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Mr. John M. Barnes
440 Riverside Drive, Apt. 112
lew York, Mew York

December 8t 1953

simóle than the above questions might indicate, once "fee routine is established.

I hope that I have not given you too much to digest. You will find, as I have said, that
matter,s are simple, once under way.

With kind regards,

Sincerely,

Russell B. Kingman



ca Mr. Casals
Mr. 1storni»
Mr. Fras

March 10, 1953,

Mr. Rudolf von Tobel
Giessereiweg 9
Bern, Switzerland

Dear Rudolf:

I aní answering your letter of March 6th immediately because I think you
should know the orchestra situation as far as it has gone, and as we see
it here.

We heard not so long ago from Eugene Istomin, who has been with Casals
for several weeks in Prades. He wrote us that h TIMPANI player, acceptable
to Casals, had already been engaged in Europe. Apparently they did not
tell you of this, or of other arrangements,

I believe by this time you must have heard from either the Maitre or
Istomin that Bertschmann was not going to be invited for this Festival,

As far as violinists are concerned, we we all agreed that Bruno Straumann
should be invited, but we had been told that he was not sure whether he
would be available. Our suggestion would be that Straumann could replace
Francine Sorbets who has now notified us that she cannot play in the
orchestraj however, unless Eugene Istomin or Mr. Casals eawndnâaate with
you, we understand that the violin section has been filled by Istomin and
Casals so far as the European quota íb concerned. We have filled our quota
here too.

We are sending a copy of this letter to Casals so that there will be no
misunderstand, "and I suggest that it would be better if you communicated
directly with Prades on this question.

I hope this clears up the matter, and if there are any bad feelings on the
part of those who have been left out, it can largely be attributed to
organizing a Festival like this at such a long distance and with so many
people trying to help without communicating with each other.

It was good to hear from you again, and also to have the little greeting
from Madame Stader. I am looking forward meanwhile to seeing you in Prades
in May. With warmest greetings, I am,

Yours,

LEOPOLD MANSES



i
23 September 1953

Mr. David Gppenheim
Columbia Records, Inc.
799 Seventh Avenue
New York 19, New York

Dear Dave:

Just to wind up the matter of the 1953 Prades Festival as far as my
own feelings are concerned, I am writing both to you and to Maître
Casals at the same time, and am sending each of you a copy of the
other letter. I am pretty sure that I have a reasonably clear picture
of what actually happened and I shall be glad to discuss it with you if
you are interested, I must say that I was very disillusioned by what
took place, even though I was happy to hear about some of the really
wonderful performances which must have been given.

When I made out the tentative recording schedule for you last Spring,
I assumed that, because of the very many weeks prior to the Festival
during which Eugene Istomin would have been living in Prades, the
recording of the "short pieces" and the Brahms E minor Sonata would
have been easily accomplished before the arrival of the orchestra. I
was very much surprised to learn that this, for some reason, had not
been done. I hope that these recordings can still be made in
Amsterdam, but, obviously, that can only be decided by the Maitre
himself.

I should like to go on record, speaking I know for myself and I am

quite sure for the other members of the Committee, that I feel very

strongly that Columbia Records have been completely fair and more

patient and understanding of the problems involved in the Prades
Festival than anyone could have hoped or expected. I hope that, in
the long run, you will find that the four years of Festival recordings
will have been justified. I cannot help but feel that these efforts
were sufficiently unique and, above all, that the musical stature of
Pablo Casals is so truly great and historic, that the recordings of
these Festivals will be of active interest to musicians and music
lovers for many years to come.

With best regards, I am

Very sincerely,

Leopold Mannes



Pablo Casals

page two

finished the first phase of a very extensive drive for an endowment fund.
Through this drive, with which I have been closely associated, I have
learned something of the difficulty of raising money, and I personally do
not know, at this moment, of an individual, or a group of individuals,
who would provide the necessary funds for another festival. ^

i

One of the most difficult problems in organizing another festival would
be to find the people willing and able to give the very large amount of
time and effort necessary for such a task. Unlike other years, when my
Trio began its season in January, we are starting to record in a week,
after which we have only one month to prepare a considerable amount of
new repertoire for our tour which begins November 1st and occupies all of
November, a good pàrt of December, and most of January. This, to¬
gether with the fact that the first year of the new "college" is going to
take a good bit of my time and attention in its early phases, makes it
physically impossible for me to devote even a fraction of the time to the
organization of another festival which I was able to give in past years.
I do not know what the feelings of Dr. Kingman and Mrs. Leventritt are,
and whether or not they would be in a position to undertake such an organ¬
ization again, but, in any case, I would be able to give them very little
help indeed until February -- which is, of course, much too late in the
year.

I have tried to explain this fully so that you will understand why I must
exclude myself from any large project like this. I think you know well
enough what a great privilege I have considered it to be a part of so
wonderful an undertaking, and that the two festivals which I was lucky
enough to attend and participate in will always be unforgettable --

experiences which I shall cherish all my life.

I must now say one more thing, in the interest of complete frankness with
you. During the course of this last Festival, and in the midst of the many
difficulties which were encountered with respect to the orchestra recordings,
it must have seemed at times as if I was thinking only in the interests of
Columbia Records. While it is true that I would naturally be the first to
consider the interests of every artist participating in the Festival, and above
all your own interests, I have to be completely honest and say that I was
wholly in sympathy with the attitude of Columbia Records in this matter.
I feel that they have at all times been more than fair and considerate in
their dealings with the Prades Festival Committee and have shown more
understanding of the artistic problems involved than I would have felt it
right to expect from a business concern. Having spent eleven years of my
life in a business organization much\ larger than Columbia Records (i. e,
Eastman Kadak Company), in which my position changed from that of a
scientist working in a laboratory to one of considerable executive respon¬
sibility, I feel that I am in a unique position to evaluate the business

■ ' " : '- .y" ! ft'
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Pablo Casals

page three

attitude of Columbia Records with respect to the Prades Festivals, being,
at the same time, a musician myself. I believe there was a widespread
feeling among members of the orchestra that they were being exploited in
some way by Columbia. This is most certainly not the case, and has not
been, I am sure, in any other Festival. I was very much saddened by
what took place and, I must confess, somewhat disillusioned. Naturally,
the high artistic quality of what was achieved is of first importance, but
I also feel most strongly that that is not the only thing which has made
the Prades Festivals something different from all other musical efforts.
If the human attitude and understanding is not what it whould be, a great
deal of the joy which such an effort should bring is taken away from those
who labor for it.

With regard to the recordings which Columbia still hopes to receive, I hope
that it will in some way be possible for you and Eugene to make the "short
pieces" as well as the Brahms E minor Sonata; but this, of course, is a
matter which can only be left entirely in your hands. I do not know what
action, if any, Columbia will take in the event that these recordings cannot
be made, and I naturally hope very much that they will not hold anyone

financially responsible. Dr. Kingman discussed this with them at the time
the contract was made, and I believe that a mutual understanding was reached.

Whether or not there is a festival next spring, I am determined to come to
Prades myself, for I missed terribly the joy and privilege of being there
last June. I will write you again as soon as I have had a chance to speak
at length with everyone else on the Committee and, in the meanwhile, I
send you and Mme. Capdevila my warmest and most affectionate greetings.

As always,

Devotedly,

Leopold Mannes
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Monsieur le Directeur

Bureau des festivales
Prades
Pyrénées

le 25 Janvier 1955

Monsieur le Directeur,

Je me permets de vous écrire
pour vous demander,qu'elles sont les conditions de
vos festivales . Quand les concerts auront-ils llei
Quels seront leurs programmes ? Peut-on acheter le
"billets d'avance ? Pait-on des reductions aux étu¬
diants ? Qu'elle est la condition de logement ?
Pourralt-on retenir une chambre d'hotel maintenant
Je vous serais reconnaissante de me faire parvenir
le p^us rapidement possible les renseignements de-
mandèç, et de me joindre des prospectus.

Veuillez -

a^éer cher Monsieur mes salutations distinguées

Mademoiselle Suzanne Geinitz
c/o Señora de Gandara
calle del Doctor Gástelo 28
Madrid
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J c.c. Mr. Pablo Casals

September 20, 1954.

Mr. Rene G. Podbielski,
General Secretar;;
European Association of Music Festivals
Villa Moynier 122, Rue de Lausanne
Geneva, Switzerland

Bear Mr. Podbielskis

I have your letter of September 14.th.

The only reply I can maice at this time is that it is too early to finalize anv plans inconnection with expenditures relating to the next Prades Festival.

I j-ully realize your press dates, but what can one do when we have not so much as held an
organizational meeting?

"e usually formulate plans nearer the end of the year, which is unsatisfactory in such in¬stances as yours, but is necessary for us to finalizemany questions before committing thefestival to plans such as you outline in connection with your publication "The European
Association of Music Festivals".

I regret very much that I cannot give you a more definite opinion at thin moment.

Very truly yours,

Russell B. Kingman

vovfc /£»"
ïL·l.



JOSE GARCIA BORRAS

20,

jp^ '¡fcsVi*

*rt/ ?¡SB&

Dear Doctor,

Since sending ray letter of the l8th I

have reconsidered ray request for the 25 records

and 50 programs of the Prades Festival 195^ end.
Ü H¡ •>£ 9 ' ■* ^ *- *- xF %

in view:of the considerable expense involved in
'

. 9 ■ -'Píspá. k-" " '':0ifh9^'-/f1V;:;9h9
sending them via air freight I hasten to advise

'

yon of my change of pi

Instead of the 25 record (or disc)

recordings of the Festival I would appreciate
" ' ' " ' " " - - r" y .9 m — gg
it if yen could kindly try.to obtain,a copy of

a recording on tape of the Festival. If this

is net obtainable .then kindly send only one set

of the record (or disc) recording since that

would be sufficient for our purpose, as ye could

have as many copies reproduced, here as needed.

Either the tape or disc recording should be

sent, very carefully packed, via air freight.
I _

j§ The >0 programs of the Festival" could be

sent via ordinary sea mail, instead of air mail

or air freight, to minimize expenses.

These Items are urgently needed and I would

appreciate your sending them as ©on as possible.

Thanking you for your cooperation, dear

Doctor, I am, with 1:indSst regards,

-a --



November 11, 1954-

Misa Alice H&ckett
1216 Sixth Avenue South
Fort Dodge, Iowa

My dear Kiss Hackettt

Mr.CAsals has sent to me your letter of November 5th, in which you male inquiry as to
the next Festival at Prades.

At the present time, we are only beginning to make plans, which must fit into the schedules
of the participating artists of which we anticipate at this time a galaxy of great virtuosi.

There are hotels at various pieces, all reasonable, and if you wish to statin my opinion)
the nicest hotel, you might reserve at Hotel Thermal, kolitg-les-Bains, P/0, France.
The-e are one or two slightly cheaper hotels at Vernet-1es-3ains. I know that buses run
from Hotel Thermal and I imagine that, such service will "be provided for the smaller hotels
at Vernet-les-Bains. Both are five or six miles from Prades. Prades itself has the Grand
Hotel, which it is somewhat hard for me to reeoanend.

If you will get in touch with me about February 1st, we will know much more about the time
of the Festival and I can advise you further as to accomodations, information as to which
will no doubt be in hand by that time.

We all wish that we could make our dates definite, and other plans, at an earlier time,
but each year the same situation arises in the formulation of plans. I can only assure
you that I will see that tickets are available and accomodations, if you write me early
in February.

If you have never attended a Casals Festival, I venture to state you have an extraordinary
experience in store. I have been to many : usic Festivals in Europe, but this is so
unique, with its picturesque surroundings, its informality, and the opportunity to
commune with some of the world's greatest musicians.

Sincerely yours,

Russell B. Kingman



V c.c. Mr. Pablo Casals

April 9, 195A

Mr. Reobert Vurlitzer
120 West ¿2nd Street
New York 18, New York

Dear Rems

I am in receipt of word frosi Mr. Casals, stating that the 100,000 francs
received from the German gentleman, deposited in the 3ani at Prades, is
nearly exhausted.

As you know, we probably would be remitting to Prades a sum, undoubtedly,
in excess of *.250.00, so the Maitre has deposited 87,500 francs (8250.00)
in the Prades bank, which is the amount which Eugene says he promised to
contribute to our fund. This, of course, will save us s little cost in ex¬
changing dollars into francs, transmittals, etc., so your accounts should
show that Mr. Casals nos contributed his 8250.00 to our fund as mentioned
by Eugene.

With regards,

Sincerely yours,

Russell B. Kingman
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ASSOCIATION EUROPÉENNE DES FESTIVALS DE MUSIQUE
VILLA MOYNIER 122, RUE DE LAUSANNE GENÈVE

RGP/r Geneva, September 14th, 1954.

Mr. John M. Barnes
Secrétaire Général
Bureau du Festival
PRADES

(Pyrénées-Orientales)

Dear Mr. Barnes,

I have at last seen M. Pablo Casals in Zermatt and
been able to discuss with him Prades' adherence to the
European Festival Association.

We agreed easily on the terms which I had outlined
in my letter of August 11th to you,which, unfortunately,
you had left without reply. I shall therefore try and
collect publicity which would pay for Prades' membership
fee. In case there should be a difference of say 100 or
150 dollars, I am certain that you would be able to dispose
of this sum out of your own budget. Last year, the contri¬
bution of each individual Festival was fixed at 2 500.-
Swiss francs, that is appr. 600 dollars. In this connection
I would be happy to have your reply to question 2) of my
letter : if you could find some publicity, either in USA
or from the region around Prades (hotels, etc.). Columbia
Records have taken an entire page in the American edition of
our brochure of 1952. In case you see Mr. Townsend, could
you kindly take this matter up with him and find out whether
they would care to renew their publicity in the 1955 edition ?

M. Pablo Casals gave me an outline of next year's
program (Bach, Schubert, Brahms; ïenuhin, Serkin). Please
let me have any additional details as soon as you can. As
I wrote to you, all information concerning next year's programs
must be in my possession by December 25th.

Our next General Assembly(the agenda of which I
enclose/takes place on the 9th and 10th of October. On the
afternoon of 10th, the Directors of the European record-
Industry will join us to follow up discussions which were
initiated in the course of last year. We shall be delighted
to welcome you or your delegate.

Looking forward to hearing from you soon,

Yours sincerely,

René Gerhard Podbielski
TÉLÉPHONE 32 66 15 ADRESSE TÉLÉGRAPHIQUE: UNIEUROPA GENÈVE

General Secretary
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